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We want to optimize functions that are:

1.  Black-box: point-wise evaluations; no derivative information

2.  Expensive: each query uses significant resources (e.g. time)

3.  Noisy: the queries are not deterministic

4.  Non-convex: we want to do global optimization
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Example applications
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calories

fraction of people who like the cookie

minimum fraction, e.g. 95%

•  Tuning the hyperparameters of a neural network

•  Finding a low calorie cookie that is still tasty



Some possible approaches

•  Grid search

•  Random search

•  Genetic algorithms

•  Local methods with random restarts

•  Grad-student descent
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Model-based optimization
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(also global)suggestion
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•  Called “Bayesian optimization” when the model is Bayesian

•  B.O. is a good idea when the function evaluations are slow



Gaussian Processes (GPs)
•  Extension of the multivariate Gaussian to infinite-dim vectors

•  Assumptions encoded in covariance function (kernel)

•  Posterior is Gaussian and can be computed analytically
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GP posterior (1-D example)
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GP posterior (1-D example)
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GP posterior (1-D example)
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GP posterior (1-D example)
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Acquisition Functions

•  A measure of expected usefulness of evaluating at x

•  Need to trade off local and global search (also called 
exploitation and exploration)
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Expected Improvement (EI)
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The current best or “incumbent” Unknown observation

(Jones, Schonlau, and Welch. Journal of Global Optimization, 1998)

↵EI(x) = Ey|x[max(0, ⌘ � y(x))]
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B.O. with black-box constraints

Examples:

•  Neural networks with prediction time constraints

•  Cookies

•  Multi-objective problems in general
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min
x2X

f(x) s.t. c1(x) � 0, . . . , cK(x) � 0

black-box functions



EI with Constraints (EIC)
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•  Weight EI with probability of constraint satisfaction:

•  Simple to implement, but not applicable to general case

(Schonlau, Welch, and Jones. 1998)

↵EIC(x) = ↵EI(x)
KY

k=1

Pr(ck(x) � 0)



Coupled constraints

model 
parameters 

(inputs) 

Expected profit 
(objective function) 

Risk of default 
(constraint function) 

Task 1: 
financial 

simulation 
(30 min) 

 
Uses: CPU 
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•  Example: maximize expected profit s.t. risk of default ≤ 1%



Decoupled constraints

cookie 
recipe 
(inputs) 

Number of calories 
(objective function) 

Cookie tastiness 
(constraint function) 

Task 2: 
human trial 

(1 day, $500) 
 

Uses: people 
 

Task 1: 
calculation 

(1 min) 
 

Uses: CPU 
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Example: minimize cookie calories s.t. tastes good to 90% of ppl

(Gelbart, Snoek, and Adams. UAI 2014)



Competitive decoupling

neural 
network 
param’s 
(inputs) 

Classification error 
(objective function) 

Prediction time 
(constraint function) 

Task 2:  
time network 

(1 min) 
 

Uses: GPU 
 

Task 1:  
train network 

(20 min) 
 

Uses: GPU 
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Example: minimize classification error s.t. predictions take ≤ 1 ms

(Gelbart, Snoek, and Adams. UAI 2014)



Constrained acquisition functions
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•  When tasks are decoupled, need to separate contributions 
of evaluating each function

•  This is not possible with constrained EI

•  We use the information-based approach



The information-based approach
•  Consider the distribution p(x*) of the true minimizer, x*

•  Then, reduce entropy of this distribution at each iteration :

24 (Villemonteix, Vazquez, and Walter. Journal of Global Optimization, 2009)

current entropy

expectation over unknown query value

entropy given new result 

↵
info

(x) = H[x?|D]� Ey|x[H[x?|D [ {(x, y)}]]



Predictive Entropy Search

25 (Hernández-Lobato, Hoffman, and Ghahramani. NIPS 2014)

= I(x?, y|D,x)

↵
info

(x) = H[x?|D]� Ey|x[H[x?|D [ {(x, y)}]]

= I(y,x?|D,x)

= H[y|D,x]� E
x? [H[y|D,x,x?]]
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Approximated with �
Thompson sampling�

Approximated with �
Expectation Propagation �
(Minka, 2011)

Predictive Entropy Search with Constraints (PESC)

(Hernández-Lobato*, Gelbart*, Hoffman, Adams, and Ghahramani. ICML 2015)

↵PESC(x) = H[y|D,x]� E
x? [H[y|D,x,x?]]



The PESC acquisition function

Objective
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Constraint

p(y|D) f ⇠ p(y|D) p(y|D,x?) ↵(x)↵(x|x?)



PESC and decoupling
         Constraint not Active
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•  Decoupling allows us to focus on the tasks that matter more
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Neural net with fast predictions
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•  Important for e.g., classifying YouTube videos



Bounded rationality
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•  With fast tasks, just don’t use Bayesian Optimization

•  Mixture of fast and slow tasks: what methods are useful?

•  We want to trade off between time spent “thinking” and 
time spent evaluation the functions



Fast PESC
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•  Can make PESC much faster by skipping sampling, EP

•  Parameter ϒ controls how often we do the full update

•  Update iff (update duration) / (time since last update) ≤ ϒ

•  (time spent “thinking”) / (time in function evaluations) ≤ ϒ



Fast PESC on toy problem
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•  (time spent “thinking”) / (time in function evaluations) ≤ ϒ



Open source B.O. software
•  Spearmint (HIPS group + collaborators)

•  SMAC (Frank Hutter et al.)

•  HyperOpt (James Bergstra et al.)

•  MOE (Yelp, Inc.)

•  Auto-WEKA, pybo, BayesOpt, DiceOptim, …
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Challenges and Future Work

•  Modeling issues (high dimension, large data sets)

•  Theoretical guarantees

•  Experiments with monetary or other costs

The hope: one day, all software will be tuned automatically.
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Thank you!
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